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fortran 90 95 hpf information file - this is an information file on compilers tools books courses tutorials and the standard
for the fortran programming language and its derivatives, what s new at the fortran company the fortran company - what
s new at the fortran company 2015 dec 30 some standards for good fortran coding style are suggested 2015 sep 14 a
training class covering fortran 2003 and fortran 2008 is now available 2015 may 30 fortran tools 5 3 is now available at the
fortran store of course it includes the latest versions of the fortran compiler and graphical development environment as well
as the, dec digital equipment corporation where did they go - when you think of leaders in the computing industry your
first thoughts probably turn to companies like apple microsoft and ibm but flash back a few decades and the leaders of those
companies all would ve gladly bowed down to digital equipment corporation or dec who began paving the way for everyone
starting in 1957, compiler and tools tricks fortran - numerical topics exchange fortran unformatted data between
heterogeneous machines with sgi and cray compilers assign with compaq compilers and intel compilers 8 0 and later f90
ifort convert xxx with sun compilers man convert external stuart norris fortran unformatted file utilities may help the
traditional format implemented by unix compiler adds to each record a suffix and a, mcnp6 1 mcnp5 mcnpx oak ridge
national laboratory - rsicc code package ccc 810 mcnp and monte carlo n particle are registered trademarks owned by los
alamos national security llc manager and operator of los alamos national laboratory any third party use of such registered
marks should be properly attributed to los alamos national security llc including the use of the designation as appropriate,
hp 425s manual pdf download makes it easy to find - view and download hp 425s manual online apollo 9000 425s
desktop pdf manual download also for 425t, fftw installation on windows - windows installation notes this document
contains various information regarding installation of fftw on dos windows it was sent in by users and has not been
personally verified by us, oak ridge national laboratory mcnp - ccc 715 mcnpx 2 4 0 oak ridge national laboratory
managed by ut battelle llc for the u s department of energy rsicc computer code collection mcnpx 2 4 0, software library
typewritten software - part nr format title imaged 3 5 aldus pagemaker for macintosh 512k or xl startup disk overwritten 5
25 aldus pagemaker version 1 04 for windows build disk, r data import export - 1 1 imports the easiest form of data to
import into r is a simple text file and this will often be acceptable for problems of small or medium scale, perlfunc perldoc
perl org - name description perl functions by category portability alphabetical listing of perl functions non function keywords
by cross reference name perlfunc perl builtin functions, computer history of computing britannica com - computer history
of computing a computer might be described with deceptive simplicity as an apparatus that performs routine calculations
automatically such a definition would owe its deceptiveness to a naive and narrow view of calculation as a strictly
mathematical process in fact calculation underlies many activities that are not normally thought of as mathematical, the
curta collectors and registry page - curta calculator registry name e mail address phone optional curta s 1996 rick furr
rfurr at vcalc net, historia de microsoft maestros del web - todo el mundo relacionado con la inform tica conoce de esta
empresa algunas la idolatran y otros la odian a continuaci n su historia
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